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PREFACE

The study reported herein was conducted during the spring of 1977

at Fort Knox, Kentucky, by the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment

Station (WES) for the M60 Project Manager's Office (M60 PMO) and was

authorized by Intra-Army Orders for Reimbursable Services (DA Form

2544) dated 17 March 1977.

The overall study was under the general supervision of Messrs. W. G.

Shockley, Chief, Mobility and Environmental Systems Laboratory (MESL),

E. S. Rush, Chief, Mobility Systems Division (MSD) and C. J. Nuttall,

Jr., Chief, Mobility Research and Methodology Branch (MRMB), MSD. The

MSD is now one of the divisions of the Geotechnical Laboratory. The

fteld program was conducted by Mr. G. G. Switzer, formerly of MRMB, now

with the Armor and Engineer Board, Fort Knox, Kentucky. The data were

analyzed and the report was prepared by Mr. N. R. Murphy, Jr., MRMB.

Acknowledgment is made to the U. S. Army Armor Center and School

and to the Logistics and Test Support Branch. U. S. Army Armor and

Engineer Board, Fort Knox, Kentucky, for their support in this program.

COL J. L. (,'nnon, CE, was Director of WES during the conduct of

this study and the preparation of the report. Mr. F, R. Brown was
Technical Director.
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CONVERSION FACTORS, U. S. CUSTOMARY TO METRIC (SI)

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

U. S. customary units of measurement used in this report can be

converted t- metric (SI) as follows:

Multiply By To Obtain

feet 0.3048 metres

inches 25.4 millimetres

miles per hour . 1.609344 kilometres per hour
(U. S. statute)
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COMPARISON OF THE RIDE AND SHOCK RESPONSES OF THE

M60 STB AND THE M60 ESS/ATB HYBRID TANKS

PART I: INTRODUCTION

Backgrýound

1. This report presents a comparison of the measured ride and

shock responses of two M60AI tanks. One tank was configured with a

standard torsion bar suspension referred to as the M60 STB, and the other

was configured with a proposed improved suspension consisting of a

combination of hydropneuznatic and advanced torsion bar suspension and

referred to as the M60 HSS/ATB hybrid. This marked the conclusion of

the experimental ride and shock tests in the M60 improved suspension

program. The b160 improved suspension program has been a rather long

and complicated activity involving a number of Army agencies and

Private industry contractors. It holds a very important statu~s in the

overall M60 product improvement program which is designed to produce

the M60A3 tank. The 1460A3 tank is to be the companion tank to the W~

in the U. S. tank force of the 1980's. A lack of improvement in ito

operational effectiveness with regard to cr0ss-country mobility,

agility, fire-on-the-move capability, reliability and maintainability

(RAN{) and ride quality/crew performance will limit its value as a true

complement to the XMI in countering a superior U. S. S. R. tank force.

The U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) has been

involved as one of the supporting agencies in this product improvement

program aince its beginning. The WES has been concerned primarily
with~ the ride, shock, aud mobility evaluations. Experimental. ride and
shock tests have been conducted with various candidate suspension

configurations. These toots have produced sowe meaningful yet contro-

versial. results. A detailed background of the events is included in

this report to provide a more coaprehaasive underatanding of the data

~1I and relations presented in this study.
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2. The first tests with an improved suspension on the M60 chassis

were conducted in March and April 1973 at Fort Knox, Kentucky. The

study was initiated as a part of the M60 product improvement program and

conducted under the direction of personnel from the Human Engineering

Laboratory (HEL), Aberdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland, with support

provided by the U. S. Army Armor and Engineer Board (USAARENBD). HEL

asked WES to provide instrumentation to measure and record ride and

shock data and to assist in the conduct of the t-tstr.. The primary

purpose of the study was to obtain comparative data on the speed-made-

good and gun-sighting performances provided by an M60 tank fully

equipped with a tube-over-bar (TOB) suspension developed by the Chrysler

Corporation and an $60 tank equipped with the standard torsion bar

suspension (STB). However, HEL felt it would be appropriate to obtain

some objective, quantitative measures of the ride and shock experienced

by these tanks during these speed-made-good and gun-sighting tests. The

overall results indicated that the TOB suspension might provide some

notable improvements in performance. However, time constraints, adverse

weather, maintenance problems, limited availability of the vehicles for

testing, among other problems reduced the effectiveness of the progcam
to the extent that no conclusive results were achieved.

3. Subsequent operational and reliability teats resulted in a

rather large number of TOB suspension malfunctions. Those frequent

Imalfunctions along with the higher cost of the TOB suspension prompted

some concern over tot feasibility for its use on the product-improved

tank. As a result, Chrysler proposed a hybrid system with the TOB

suspension on only the first, second, and sixth roaduheela and the STB

suspension on the third, fourth, and fifth roadwheela, It waus believed

this hybrid system would be more cost-effective by reduciag both cost#

aud suspension malfunctions while still providing a significantly

improved ride performance over the M60 STh. A meeting was held at the

Rodman Laboratory, Rock Island Arsenal, in August 1974, to Identify

I requiremeats and eatablish a schedule for a TOB cost-effectiveness

study. hrce major questions evolved from this meeting: (a) lio, much

i improvement in cross-country mobility and speed can We obtainedl with the

6
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TOB (hybrid) suspension configuration? (b) Will this improvement

result in a significant increase in the system combat effectiveness?

and (c) Is it cost-effective? It was decided that the answers to the

last two questions could be readily accomplished through computer
simulations using a Combat Simulation Model (DYNTACS), and a hit

probability model developed by the General Electric CorporatIon (HITPO)

along with other selected performance and engineering models. The

major requirements that were lacking and were essential inputs for the

computer simulations were relations depicting the ride and shock

limiting speeds for the competing tanks. in November 1974, at the

request of the M60 Project Manager's Office (P10), the WES conducted a

few experimental tests at Fort Knox to measure and compare the ride

aLd shock performance of the M60 TOB and M60 STB tanks. The quantitative

SreuL.ts describing the chassis motions indicated that there were no

si nific•rt differences in tne tank ride performance but shoveJ a
rather substantial increase in the speeds at vhich the 100 TOEB could

c .'•oas a discrete obstacle. The WU, test crew who rode the vehicles

throuchout the tests maintained that genuirally the ride of the 1416 T03

was, sioother and more co-mfortable. However, as the rides appmotchcd

levels that were b&rely tolerableý i.e.: thos6, rides twpproachi•g or

exceeding the b-watt ride perfoznance criterion, no diantct•lon wan

perceived between the ridrO of the two tank:s, Aa a result of the

experience from the first program with the f•iy eqt.uipped WE nuspenrion

and prelfiminary computer i•..rulations (performed by the Chrysler CorrOra-

tion) that showed significtint ride improvement over the !460 7-.v wIth

the NX60 TOB, it had been tacitly assuied that the -460 WE tank would

provid- initicantly higher ride limiting speeds than the M160 5TB.

Consequently, 'he results of the experimental tests cauzsed much

Concer.i.

4. The ýJk cited several factors that could have had a signift-

Scant. efoect on these results. Specifically, the test progrm wva

intended only to obtain sme quick experizental data on the STD and

TOB traks to substantiate the &ssuiptions and develop the aecessary
3 •ride and shock relations for the computer simulations. As with the
!7
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first program, it was conducted under rigid time constraints, in

inclement weather, and in test areas that did not possess the most

desirable characteristics for ride test courses. One tank was con-

figured with a T97 track and the other with a heavier T142 track. Due

to the wet, slippery conditions, the tanks seldom were able to attain

speeds that would produce ride- limiting conditions, and the relations

were based primarily on extrapolations. Because of these shortcomings,

the results of these tests were also considered to be inconclusive,

and the computer simulations and comparative measures of effectiveness

were postponed until a more comprehensive, better controlled program

could be conducLed.

5. Interest in the Lactical capabilities of the mrain battle

tank continued to grow. The battle tank was fast becoming a tighly

controversial weapon. The disastrous tank losses by the israelis

durint•.he opening days of the 1973 war in the Mid-•ast brought about

heavy criticism. Critics in Congress claimed the significant develop-

ments in anti tank weapons had rendered the tank obsolete on the modern

day battlef•eld. After considerable planning, a cumpre.hent-,ive M60

improved suspension study (M64) IS) wda developed and approved by the
.1160 P.10. rh%,ý 1,4ational' Waterlif[t Company (N-W.) dex.igtned _41,1 Ltuilr a

hydropneumatic suspensIon system opeci(kcally lor X60 icries tank,*. A

t eNt program wait begun at Fort Knux In April 1976 to test thin hydro-

pneut=r•,c suvpension syste.m (IISS) along with the TOB. and STfl suspenslonýs.
A more desirable range of test cours wa a.vailable, and there were

no time constraints to cau.se a hastily conducted program. Dry weatwhr

prevailed and provided consistent surface conditions throughout the

program. Speeds that far surpassed acceptable ride tolerance levels

q• were obtained on all three tanks. Ntontheless, the reaults were

similar to those of tire previous program; that is, thetx were n3

,notictabie differences in the quantitative zeasures of ride performance

am.ng the three tanks, but there were significant differences in their

shock performances, The 860 |HSS was far ouperior to the H60 TOB and

Sthe H60 SIB i~n its ability to negotiate single obstacles. lovever,
: !,jthe fact that the eas~ure~nts did n~ot reflect dif/erences 'An ride



performance led to heavy criticism of the measurements and techniques

used to determine ride performance. It seemed intuitively logical

that the improved suspension should provide better ride performance,

and most of the occupants stated that the ride of the tanks with the

improved suspensions felt less severe than that of the M60 STB.

6. Some felt that the ride-comfort criterion--absorbed power--

used successfuly in past experiments to evaluate vehicle ride was

not a suitable descriptor. Consequently, several other quantities

describing the hull motion of the tanks, such as ims values of linear

and angular acceleration and peak acceleration distributions, were

examined Independently by WES and U. S. Army Tank-Automotive Research

and Development Command (TARADCOM) personnel. The relations developed

from these various quantities produced no changes in the ride perform-

ance comparisons. It appeared at this point that very little if any

increase in ride-limiting speed could be attained by adding an improved

suspension to the M60 chassis. This led to the belief that the terrain

conditions at Fort Knox were not suitable for suspension evaluation

_V, ýq since the surface was composed predominately of low-frequency, long-

wavelength undulations, which would not exercise the vibration isolation

propertieg of the improved suspension.

7. In an attempt to resolve this controversy, another test pro-

grm wns conducted at Aberdeen Proving Grounds (APG) in November 1976.

SAt the request of the Chrysler Corporation, the, M60 TOB was replaced by'

a c; nk fully equipped with a Chrysler-developed advanced torsion bar

(ATBj atupension. This ATB suspension p rvided more wheel travel,

better -aterial, ard more reliability and was more cost-effective than

the TOB suspensicn. This tank was referrsA to as the M60 ATB. Test

courses were found dchat consisted of higher spatial frequencies which

should suitabiy excite the suspensions t - reveal the relative effects

uf.thetr vibration absorbtion capabilities. The belief that these

Stest courses would roflect the expected ride differences was reinforced

by the fact that recent testd on these courses with M60 STB tanks, the

German LEOPAIJ) II (AV)9 and tha two XMi prototypes, using the same

instrmment~tica equipaisut Rnd analysis techniquea had revealed

.... ....
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significant differences among their ride-limiting speeds. Furthermore,

the ride-limiting speed-surface roughness relations developed for the

M60 STB tanks during these recent tests agreed with those developed

for the M60 STB tanks from the previous tests at Fort Knox. Also, a

series of tests with an H-113 APC and the MICV on these courses just a

week prior to these K60 IS tests revealed considerable differences in

their ride-limiting speeds. These retsults, therefore, indicated that

absorbed power was an accurate discriminator of ride performance.

Unfortunately, this was not the case for tU' M60 IS vehicles. The

results at APG were similar to those of the first two programs at Fort

Knox, i.e., there we- r- significant differences in ride performance,

but there were considerable differences in the ability to negotiate

single obstacles. It is important to note that this advantage in

shock performance applies only to single obstacles. Encountering

succeeding obstacles while still under the vibrational influence of

the past obstacle sometimes worsened the ride in the M60 IS vehicles.

Also, it is worthwhile to mention that the harsh pitch motions of the

underdamped M60 ATB tank quite often produced a more severe cross-

country ride at the tank commander and loader observation seats than

even that of the M60 STB.

8. Close observation during the tests at APG revealed that,

particularly on the rougher courses, the harsh ride response was due to

recurring jolts or impulses caused when the front sprocket or front part

of the tank's hull impacted the terrain and not necessarily due to the

suspension "bottoming out." These jolts occurred for all the tanks at

about the same locations along the test courses, and it was obvious that

the ride performance was influeaced more by the tank-terrain geometry

than the suspensions. Consequently, when comparing results in terms of

ride performance, that is, the speed at which the driver can just barely

tolerate the response, little difference was noted. However, when
# D 4comparing the absorbed power levels at selected speeds there is a

difference, Although the absorbed power levels did not differ much at
the driver's position, the test data vividly demonstrated that the

absorbed power measured at the tank comAnder's and loader's observation

10
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seats was consistently the lowest for the M60 USS tank at these

selected operational speeds. This type of comparison corroborated the

subjective comments of the tank crews who maintained that the ride of

the M60 1SS felt the best, that is, the test measurements agreed

consistently with the subjective rankings of the occupants. Con-

sequently, the ter•ns "ride perfoiuance" and "ride quality" were chosen

to distinguish between these two types of ride comparisons, Ride

performance is based on speed as the dependent variable. It is con-

cerned with the speed aý which the absorbed power reaches a tolerance

limit. Ride quality is based on absorbed power as the dependent vari-

able. It is conce:rned with the absorbed power levels that occur at a

selected speed. This distinction between ride performance and ride

quality is illustrated graphically in Figure 1. These lower absorbed

power levels in the M60 HSS tank should have a significant influence

on reducing crew fatigue and enhancing the quality of task performance.

However, an important increase in performance in terms of speed most

likely cannot be achieved by simply adding an improved suspension to

the M60 chassis.

9. About this time, mobility and gunnery (fire-on-the-move)

tests were being conducted by the Armor Center at Fort Knox. Also,

similar gunnery tests were being conducted at the APG. Preliminary

results indicated that the M60 HSS and M60 ATB tanks permitted slightly

more effective firing-on-the-move. Gunners in these tanks with improved

suspension could fire at faster speeds and on rougher courses than when

in the M60 STB. Initial evalutions of absorbed power measurements at

the gunner's position indicated that firing-on-the-movewas almost

totally Ineffective at absorbed power levels beyond about 2 or 3 watts,

which is aboat one third to one half of the 6-watt tolerance limit.

10, A compilation of the results at chis stage of the study

precipitated questions concerning the cost effectiveness of the M60 HSS.

This led to the inception of the M60 Improved 'Suapen3ion 41oct and

Operational Effectiveness Analysis (M60 IS CUFI) and the establishment

of a Scientific Advisory Grorp (ZAG) to direct its activities. This

H Itgroup suggested that equipping a tank lully with the HSS was not cost-

11
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effe,-tive and that a better compromise would be another hybrid con-

figiirat 4 on comwosed of the HSS on the first, second, and sixth road-

wheels and the ATB on the third, fourth, and fifth roadwheels. This

configuration was referred to as the M60 HSS/ATB hybrid tank.

1'. An M60 NSS/ATB hybrid tank was configured at Fort Knox to be

included in the latter stages of the gunnery and mobility tests to

obtain experimental data for input to the war-gaming models and the com-

bat effectiveness study being rrcpared for the COEA.* The M60 PMO

request.ýd that tnis -ank also be made available for ride and shock

tests. Timt, weather, and scheduling problems seriously constrained the

availability of the taun for ride and shock tests, and the tests had to

be crowdee in between the gunnery F..J the mobil.ity tests. However, a

sufficient amount of d,,ta was obtained Lo develop ride and shock rela-

tions for the M60 HSS/ATB hybrid tank. Tb'4 results of this effort are

the basis for this report.

""utpode

12. The purpose of these tests was to obtain enperimental data on

the M60 FISS/ATB hybrid .ank to devel.cp ride and shock performar.•e rela-

tions for comparison with those of the other zandidate tanks previously

tested and for use in mobility and combat eftecciveness computer simula-

tions.

13. Two tanks, an M60 STB and an M60 ISS/ATB hybrid, were aprro-

priately instrumented and run at various speeds over four cross-country

courses in the Carpenter Test Area at Fort Knox, Kentucky. The M60 HSS/

J B7 this time the DY¥TACS vimula&on model had been replaced by the

CAkHONETTE force interaction model as the primary force-on.force war-
gaming model for TRADOC studies. CARMONETTE is much lees sensitive
to ride performance.

12



ATB hybrid tank was also run over a set of discrete rigid obstacles.

Since sufficient data had been obtained with the M60 STB during past

programs, no additional obstacle tests were conducted with this tank.

The discrete obstacle data were used to compare the shock performance of

the tanks; the cross-country data were used to compare the ride. Ride

measurements were made only at the driver's seat. Linear and angular

acceleration measurements were made at a location near the vehicle's

center of gravity. The data for determining the ride performance rela-

tions consisted primarily of vertical and total absorbed power at the

driver seat. Peak accelerations at the driver seat were used to

determine the shock performance relations. The M60 STB tank was run

solely as a reference vehicle to provide a valid comparison with the

performance relations obtained for the candidate tanks in the previous

test programs,

,40
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PARI II: EQUIPMENT, TEST COURSES, AND TEST PROCEDURES

Instrumentation

14. The instrumentation for measuring the dynamic responses was

exactly the same as that which had been used in the previous programs,

except that no measurements were made at the tank commander's or loader's

observation seat. This was because of restraints on the on-going

mobility tests. The instrumentation consisted of three orthogonally

positioned linear accelerometers and two angular accelt-rometers mounted

near the center of gravity of the vehicle to measure the bounce, fore-

and-aft, side-to-side, pitch, and roll accelerations; three orthogonally

positioned linear accelerometers on the driver's seat to measure the

vertical, fore-and-aft, and side-to-side accelerations; and one verti-

cally oriented accelerometer mounted on the floor beneath the seat.

15, All signals were recorded on FM magnetic tape by a 14-channel

heavy-duty recorder, its associated signal processor, and 30-volt

battery power source, which were all mounted on the vehicle. The three

accelerometers on the driver's seat were also connected to a portable

ride meter, which converted the accelerations to absorbed power (a measure

of ride comfort). In addition to being recorded on tape, absorbed power

was displayed continuously on a meter for visual observation of the

responses occurring during each test. Also, the elapsed time and time-

averaged absorbed power were obtained from a digital meter at the end of

each test. For the discrete obstacle tests, the vertical accelerometer

beneath the driver's seat was connected to a peak counter to display the

number of occurrences of peak accelerations falling within four selected

g-levels.

, Test Cour~es

16. Four courses for ride performance evaluation were selected in

the Carpenter Test Area (CTA) because the ongoing mobility tests in

which the M60 HSS/ATB hybrid tank was involved were being conducted in

i14



that area. The courses were in the same general locations as those CTA

courses in the previous Fort Knox tests. The mobility tests were on a

tight schedule, and ride tests were conducted wbenever the tank could be

made available. The surface roughness of the test courses ranged from

1.1 to 5.8 rms, in.,* and covered the surface roughness range at which

M60 tanks would encounter ride limits.

17. Courses I and 2 were each 300 ft long &aa courses 3 and 4 were

each 400 ft long. Each course was marked with flagged stakes at 100-ft

intervals that were readily visible to the driver and observers in the

test vehicles. The courses were profiled with rod and level on 1-ft

intervals, and this information was processed to determine a roughness

index (rms) for each course. The surface roughness values for each

course are given below.

Course No. Surface Roughness rms, in.

1 1.1

2 2.8

3 L.9

4 5.8

Photographs of representative portions of the ride courses are shown in

Figures 2 and 3.

18. In addition to the ride courses, rigid, semicircular, 10-,

12-, and 16-in, high obstacles were positioned on a level, hard surface.

Stakes were placed on either side of an approach lane, 100 ft from the

obstacles to be used as timing markers for determining impact speed.

Test Procedures

19. Several tests were conducted with each tank on each course at

relatively constant speeds rangin8 from about 5 mph to the maxtisav

S' attainable speed.

*A tble of factors for converting U. S. Custonary units of measurement

to metric (SI) units is presented on pagS 4.

15
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20. Each test begaa with the tank positioned a sufficient distance

from the beginning of the test course to enable the driver to reach the

desired test speed before entering the course. This speed was then

maintained at a relatively constant level (using the vehicle's speedom-

eter) throughout the length of the course. Tests were conducted at

similar speeds in both directions over the course until the maximum

speed was reached, or until the driver reached what he believed to be

the highest speed he could tolerate.

21. In addition to the driver, a WES observer rode in the tank

commander's seat during each test to monitor the ride meter, direct

the testing, and narrate the pertinent activities. This narrative was

recorded on the FM magnetic tape. At the end of each test, the

average absorbed power, elapsed time over the test course, and average

speed were determined from the ride meter's digital displays. This

procedure provided on-the-spot indications of absorbed power versus

speed relations for use by field personnel in planning the sequence of

the tests to ensure that sufficient data were obtained to develop the

necessary relations. After each series of tests, the driver's comments

on the rides were also recorded on the magnetic tape. The measurements

and procedures were designed to be essentially independent of driver

judgment and to provide direct, objective measurements of vehicle ride

dynamics characteristics.

22. Several tests were conducted witi the M60 USS/ATS hybrid tank.

over each of the three discrete obstacle# (i0-, 12-, and 16-in. heights)

at relatively constant speeds from 5 mph to the meaxms permissible

spee4d, usually in 5-mph increments.

23. Each test began by positioning the tank a sufficient distance

from a timing stake so that the driver could achieve the desired test

speed before reaching the stakes. He then maiatudna1 that spaed (using

the vehicle's speedometer') until the vehicle had completely crossed the

"obstacle. The vehicle-obstacle impact speed was cosputed from the

distance and clapse•d time between the atakes nd the obstacle. Also,

the number and magnitude of peak accelerations (S) occurring beneath the

driver's sat were determined fre the peak counter.
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PART III: ANALYSIS OF DATA

Method of Analysis

24. Ride performance is customarily based on the vertical absorbed

power at the driver's seat. Absorbed power, which is a measure of the

rate at which vibrational energy is absorbed by a human, is a ride-

comfort criterion established through a comprehensive laboratory test

program at TARADCOM several years ago. Six watts was established as

the human tolerance limit when vibration was in only the vertical mode.

However, it has become increasingly evident from past tests that motions

other than the vertical may often contribute significantly to ride

comfort, particularly at positions located above the center of gravity,

such as the tank commander's or loader's observation seat, whose fore-

and-aft motions are heavily influenced by the vehicle's pitch motions.

Consequently, although no measurements were made at the tank commander's

or loader's observation seat, absorbed power at the driver's seat was

calculated from the fore-and-aft and side-to-side motions, as well as

the vertical, to provide this additional insight. Being a scalar

quantity, absorbed power can be added to give a single quantity that

represents the effects of all three motions. This arithmetic sum is

referred to as total absorbed power. The 6-watt tolerance limits have

not been confirmed for these combined motions. However, a presentation

of the total absorbed power (the sum of the vertical, fore-to-aft,

and side-to-side absorbed powers) is included to supplement the

analysis in this report. The basic data obtained from the tests to

describe the ride perfoxmance and vibration responses of the vehicles

are listed for the M60 HSS/ATB hybrid and the M60 STB in Tables 1 and

2, respectively.

25. Tha basic ride relations are the vertical absorbed power

1 versua apeed plots shown in Figures 4-7 and the total absorbed power
o :.vermue sped plots showm in Figures 8-11. VT'ss plots show the Manner

in which the vartical and total abso*d powers change as a function

* of changes in sped for each tank on each if the four courses. The

,!17



relations are delineated by smooth curves through the data points.

These curves were drawn on the basis of the data, engineering judgment,

and patterns developed from past experience.

26. The curves illustrate the characteristic nature of a tank's

ride performance. From previous experience it has been noted that

generally there is a specific "operational" speed region, the range of

which depends on the nature of the terrain, at which the ride level is

acceptable and at which the cre- can properly perform their functions.

A slight increase in speed beyond that range produces an intolerable

ride. The new tactical doctrine and emerging interests in fire-on-the-

move capabilities may render it more meaningful to evaluate tank ride in

the operational speed regions and at other crew locations instead of

focusing solely on the mxlimum limits determined at the driver's loca-

tion.

27. From the relations shown in Figures 4-11 it appears, on the

basis of comparing the speeds at equal absorbed power levels, that the

M60 HSS/ATB hybrid tank may have a slight advantage over the H60 STB

tank, although the 160 STB has the faster speed on course 4. The

advantage, however, is not considered significant because, even at the
highest absorbed power level, the greatest differences in Opeed were
less than 3 mph. Previous experience has indicoted that speed differ-

ences on the order of 2 mph do not warrant drawing any important con-

clusions concerning the relative performancie of vehicles, and only when

speed differences are greater than 3 or 4 mph can conclusions be made

with reasonable confidence. If, however, a statistical analysis of the
data with differences of 2 to 3 mph indicates statistical significance,

consideration should be given to its practical eignificauce.

28, A ride-limiting speed versus surface roughness plot was devel-

oped for the two tanks from the corresponding 6-wtatt apeped deteriiued

fro* the vertical absorbed power relations in ftures 4-7. The rsult

A Spaxakt, P., a-W iBac, D R. , "Evaluation of Tvaproved Suspensioua
for the M60 Sories Taahp," Final Report, May 1977, Sclauco and
Technology Division, Tank-Aateotiv* Research and Developmsnt Cowmw&,
Warran, Kich.
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is shown in Figure 12. The solid line is exactly the same as that drawn

through the data from all previous tank tests that have been conducted

by the WES. The dashed lines represent the spread of the previous data.

It is seen that the new data fall within the spread, and the previously

established curve fits the data equally well. The relations involving

only vertical absorbed power were used to determine the ride-limiting

speed-surface roughness relations for the reasons mentioned in para-

graph 24.

Obstacle Tests

29. No obstacle Lests were conducted with the M60 STB since the

peak acceleration versus speed relationships had been suitably estab-

lished from previous tests. The basic data for the 160 HSS/ATB hybrid

tank in the form of maximum peak acceleration, which occurred at a given

speed over an obstacle of a given height, are listed in Table 3. A plot

of these peak accelerations versus speed to given in Figure 13. A

similar plot for the M60 STB developed from data from the previous

program is given in Figure 14 for comparison purposes. It is seen that

the M60 HSS/ATD hybrid tatk regiatered a 2.5-g shock limit level on only

the 16-in. obstacle, while the M60 STB reached shock limits on both the

12- and the 16-in. obstacle. A shock perforwanee curve in the form of

speed at 2,5-& versus obstacle height wv developed for the H60 HSS/ATB

hybrid tank. Judgm~ent tud experience 1were exercised in constructing a

curve through the one valid coordikute. Co-sideration uss given to the

pattern of the peak-g versus speed relations for each obstacle and the

relatiwmal trevds of the other taniw. This curve is presented in Fig-

ure 15 alon•g with the curves for the other tanks iuvolved in this pro-

gram. The curve falls. as expected, beteau trhe M60 M and the H60 AT

30. As pointed out prewioumly, ride-litlnj speed does not

praeut tha coleate picture for evaitUVtAl a tan', ride. It Is oaly
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representative of the manimum speed that the ride conditions will

permit. It focuses emphasis solely on maximum response conditions and

ignores the lower level response conditions at which tanks most often

operate. It is certain.y an important and relevant evaluation of per-

formance for certain types of combat operations that require rapid

movements. Such examples are rapid movements toward engagements with

the enemy, reinforcement operations, or hasty movements to defensive

positions. However, the results of a comprehensive series of cross-

country operational tests conducted by USAARENBD with the H60 improved

suspension tanks showed that the average absorbed power levels were in

the range from 1.5 to 2.0 watts. Also, results of the gunnery tests

indicated that firing on the move was virtually i uffective wnen the

absorbed power levels at the gunner's station exceed levels of about 2

watts. This self-imposed 2-watt absorbed power level appears to be a

good criterion for describing representative operation&- responems for

tanks. It was also pointed out previously that although diffe-rences in

the speeds of the 860 study tenks at selected absorbed power levels were

smallj differences in the absorbed power levels at corresponding speeds
were often quite significant. To illustrate -his for the two tanks in

this study, the histogra•s in Fisures 16 and 17 were developed. The

main interest is to co"pare the absorbed pow,= levels of the tuo tanks

at corresponaing speeds. It was declied to asks the compUris$Ons at
those speeds at which the 60 STM tak (which t. the reference vehicle)

reached vertical absorbed piowe levela of 2, 4, a-d 6 ntcs at the

driver, the roasoniug baing that 6 watt@ reprimautod the mzitmn ride

condition, 2 natts the operatiocal ride coationo tad 4 watts an

Sintertediate tespoust level. The spaeda at which thes 2-, 4-, aud 6-
watt levels occurred naturally differad for each course, but this method

of soelecting correspomdfig spds from rferemce a•asorbad power levels
provided direct comparlsovs of the absorbed poer voels oa the two

I tan"k in terms of the a int'rmeidtte. and oparational condition

of the U60 STB tank. The bsorbed powor lale at the correnroci-tn
k speeds wwwe determined from the asrbed power-opsad plots as illustrated

by the exaqle in Fig we 18.
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31. The maximum responses for both tanks on course 1 were less

than the 2-watts operational limit; therefore, the results of tests on

this course are not included in the histograms. The histograms in

Figure 16 show the respective vertical absorbed power comparisons on

each course for each of the three reference levels. It is seen that the

absorbed power of the 160 hSS!ATB hybrid tank is considerably lower than

that of the H60 STB on courses 2 and 3, but the trend is reversed on

course 4. The trend depicted on courses 2 and 3 is representative of

the results of similar comparisona of the previous test programs. That

is, the tanks with the improved suspensions generally provided lower

absorbed power levels than the M60 STB at corresponding speeds. The

Il ride of both tanks on course 4, which had the most severe surface

rougtmess, consisted of repetitive jolting impulses due to the front

sprocket and front part of the hull impacting with the terrain. These

impacts were more numerous for the M60 tlSS/AT11 hybrid tanks, which

caused a reversal in the expected trend. The same trend is seen in the

histograms in Figure 17, which show comparisons of the total absorbed

power for the sawae corresponding speeds and reference vertical absorbed

power levela compared in Figure 16. A tabulation of the ride quality

and ride perforence data Us listed in Tablt 4.

i. I
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PART IV: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

32. Based on the data in this report and that of the previous test

programs, it is concluded that:

a. There is no significant difference in the ride performance
of the M60 STB and the M60 HSS/ATB hybrid tanks.

b. The M60 HSS/ATB hybrid tank can negotiate discrete
obstacles at faster speeds than the M60 STB tank.

c. The ride performance data collected from this program
blend with the data obtained from the previous tank test
programs. The single curve established to represent the

ride performance-surface roughness relation for the tanks
in the previous studies also delineated the relations in
these ne data.

d. The greatest differences in ride-limiting speeds among all
the tankg tested are less than 3 mph, with an nverage
between 1 and 2 mph. This is not considered to be statia-
tically nor practically significant.

e. The ride qualia of the M60 HSS/ATB hybrid tank waa better
than that of tfh M60 ST1 on three of the four teat
courues.

f. Results of tho last cwo teprt programs indicato that the
ride of the M60 aeries tanks on terraino with aurface
roughness values greater than about 3.0 rms, in., is ,R re
infle•incod by the tank-terrain geometry than by type of
auopenalon. TAnk ride on these terrain roughnesses
consists primri.ly of repotltive, oliting impulsoo Erom
ibipacts of the front sprocket and front part of the hull
with the terrain.

Reco=andat ions

A3. It is reco=ended that more euphasis be placed on evaluating

thv dyaat.ic response levels at the more cocaun operational ap;ed& than

on the speeds at Which hutl= can barely tolerate.

22
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Table 3

Obstacle Impact Tests - _60 HSS/ATB. Rbrid

Test Obstacle Height
No. in. __________ Peak Acceleratico, g

64 10 13 0.7
65 10 11 0.7
66 10 16 -2

58 12 8 0.9
59 12 13 1.i
60 12 17 1.3
61 12 16 1.0
62 12 16 0.9
63 12 20 0.9.

67 16 5 0.7
68 16 9 1.0
69 16 12 2,3
70 16 12 1.9
71 16 14 2,8

I.!

ti~
* Obstacle broke loose from support.

" "I
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12

Ride performance

(1,5-mph difference in speed)

i)

1,0

0o Ride tolerance level

(14.8 mph) 1(16.3 mph)

4 Ride quality
(5.1-watts difference•,
in absorbed power) ._

="HSS/ATB

(0.(9 watts)

0 5 10 15 20 25

Speed, mph

Figure 1. Representative absorbed-pover versus speed graph
illustrating the distinction between ride performance

and ride quality
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a. Ride course 1, surface roughness = 1.1 rms, in.

b. Ride course 2, surface roughness * 2.8 rms, in.

i ,Figure 2. Ride courses 1 and 2 used in the M60 STB-M60 HSS/ATB
hybrid tank test program (Carpenter Test Area, Fort Knox, Ky.)

ill
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a. Ride course 3, surface roughness = 1.9 rms, in.

I M •..M.

i

P b. Ride course 4, surface roughness * 5.8 rms, in.

Figure 3. Ride couses 3 and 4 -used in the M60 STB-M6O- HSS/AT

hybrid tank test progrem (Carpenter Teat Area, Fort Knox, Ky.)



CARPENTE TEST ARMA
Fort Knox, Ky,

Course 1, Surface Roughness = 1.1 rms, in•.

3
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"40 STf

04200 10 ios 20 25

Figure 4• Vertical absorbed power at the er's• owt
vewaus sed on course I
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CARPENTER TEST AREA
Fort Knox, Ky.

Course 2, Surface Roughness - 2.8 rms, in.
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Fort Knox, Ky.
Course 3, Surface Roughness -1.9 rms, iti.
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RIdde Tolerance Level 2
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CARPENTER TEST AREA

Fort Knox, Ky
Course 4, Surface Roughness - 5.8 rms, in.
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CARPENTER TEST AREA
Fort Knox, Ky.

Course 1, Surface Roughness = 1.1 rm, in.
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CARPENTER TEST AREA
Fort Knox, Kyq

Course 2, Surface Rouglmess - 2.8 rms, in.
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tig~ 9 Total aibiobeo 4 pm*'1 at the driver's seat
msu opted on course 2



CARPEILrER TEST AREA
Fort Knox, Ky.

Course 3, Surface Roughness - 1.9 rms, in.
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£ 8 -*? HSS/ATB
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'44

4 24 0 HSS/ATBj

0 5 10 iS
Speed, mph

Figure 10. Tot&l &bsorbed power at the driver's seat
ver'surn at on course 3



CARPENTER TEST AREA
Fort Knox, Ky.

Course 4, Surface Roughness 5.8 rms, in.

(10.1, 17,0)
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*! 'Figure 11. Total absorbed power at the &river's seat
Sversus speed on course
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10. 0 STB
C IIYB (ITSS/ATB)

NOTE: Dashed lines denote spraud of dez from
proviout tests.

O. I ! , ,
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Surface Roughness rms, in.

Figure 12. Ride-speed-surface roughness relation for M60 STB and M60 HYB
(HSS/ATB)(data obtained ftom a supplemental test program

at Fort Knox,Kr., in March 1977)
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M60 HYB (LMSS/ATB)

3-

Shock Tolerance Level
77 t 7 17 fl ,7//t •// ", ,r ,77777777771

(1.5)

04 2-

LE~GEND

0 10-in.
A 12-in.
O 16-in.

0 5 10 15 20 25

Speed, mph

Figure 13. Peak vertical acceleration under driver seat versus
speed for M60 HYB (HSS/ATB) tests over discrete obstacles
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M60 STB

3-

Shock Tolerance Level

4,t

0 $-ina.
S12-in.

0 t 0] 16-in,

0 10 is 1o2 30

Sped, 3ph

Figure 14. Peak vertical acceleration under driver seat versus
speed for M60 STB tests over discrete obstacles

(test data from previous test program)
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CARPENTER TEST AREA
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Course 2, Surface Roughness a 2.8 r=s, In.
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